Date:
Saturday, December
1, 2018
Time: 4:30pm –
8:00pm
────

2018
SAN DIEGO SCI
CHRISTMAS
PARTY

────

────

What a night to be a San Diego SCI Chapter Member!
This year Dr. James and Kathy Hill are hosting the
annual Christmas party and trophy room tour event at
their home in Poway. The trophy room features Big Five
and Dangerous Seven mounts, a variety of other North
American animals, and more! You MUST be a Chapter
member (or guest of a member) to attend.

────

Purchase tickets here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2018-san-diego-sci-christmas-party-tickets49866392723
To become a chapter member, visit our
website: https://www.sandiegosci.org/membership-registration-form/

Or Call for reservations: Susan Bowers (760) 505-3426

Reservations Required!
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

We received some great news from SCI this month. Our Chapter has been awarded
the SCI Chapter of the Year Award (101-200 members)! I have not seen the wording
of the award, but I believe it was awarded due to the numerous projects we
support, the success of our fundraising efforts and the great support we receive
from our members. Thank you all for making this award possible!
The award will be presented at the SCI Convention in Reno at the Thursday night
dinner. Several of us plan to attend the dinner. If you are going to the
Convention, please join us at the dinner.
Speaking of the Convention, we will have a drawing for 2 Classic Registration passes
to the Convention (good for all 4 days) at our Christmas party on December 1st.
Please go to our website sandiegosci.org to sign up for the dinner and buy a few
tickets for the drawing.
Bob Smith
President, San Diego Chapter of SCI

WAIDMANMSHEIL IN GERMANY
An American hunter’s perspective
Frankfurt Airport, Germany
Cooling my heels waiting to board the plane for my return flight home I am writing this report. My
trip is almost over and there’s a little time available to draft a collective e-mail note to my hunting
friends describing my experiences in Germany these past 2 weeks.
Departed S.D. on Oct. 25th, arrived the next day in Frankfurt. Driving north to Beverungen, the
hometown of my German hunting host, I am passing picturesque little villages and deep green
forests. Beverungen is an enchanting village and verges on being fairytalish. It’s no wonder this
is the area where the Brothers Grimm wrote their collection of fairytales. One look at the dark
forests and the gingerbread houses and it is easy to imagine where they took their inspirations.
This is also the area where the borders of three states, Lower Saxony, Westphalia and Hessia,
meet. Hessia is the country where in the 1700’s the Hessian ruler gathered up his young male
subjects like cattle and sold them to King George III, to be trained in England and sent to America
to face our George Washington and his boys. These are the Hessians of the Revolutionary War.
Seems the ruler was in need of cash to build some castles to compete with his French and
English betters. To him this was as good a way as any to raise some ready cash.
I meet my host Hubert and his friend Gerrit, an African PH, who flew in from Namibia to join our
hunt. Gerrit is a Dutch Boer, born in Africa about 40 years ago who proved to be the best shot on
running game I ever have witnessed. He owns and runs a hunting farm of some 15,000 acres
(plus 25,000 more acres to hunt on), and in two years time I have made arrangements to hunt
with him in Africa.
The following day we first secured a hunting liability insurance, then obtained our German hunting
licenses. All that an American need show to get one is a State-hunting license from the US. Not
so for Germans. They need to study and pass a test that I have been told is harder to accomplish
than getting a pilots license. I can now see why and will touch on it later.
Next, we are off to a German gun shop to borrow a gun for me. It was a beautiful gun, cal 9.3x62
(.366) stocked in the Bavarian fashion, based on a Mauser action with a Timkin trigger which
possessed the best trigger pull I have ever experienced on a rifle.
At first, I did not appreciate the oversized bolt handle, but later came to love it. Out to 200 meters
this 300-grain bullet will kill just about anything that walks, swims, or crawls. The Germans use it
on everything from fox to elephant. My experience was anything you hit goes down dead-deaddead.
The next day we meet Thomas, a personal friend of Hubert who is the chief forester of the Solling
forest. The Solling is a huge forest similar to the Black Forest, and during medieval times was the
hunting preserve for the Kings of Hanover. It is now owned and managed by the State of
Saxony. Thomas is quite a high-ranking official in the German scheme of things. He determines
who will be allowed to take part in the driven shoot, a traditional German party hunt. It is by
invitation only, and from what I could see, this is the government’s way of paying off the people
who buy the forest products, and anyone else it needs to curry favor with. Hubert must have
pulled some strings to get an invite for himself, as well as two of his friends.
That evening Thomas took me under his wing, while Hubert was with Gerrit. We did a still hunt
that evening. You just sit in the hunting house about 8 yards above the ground and wait for
something to come into view. After about an hour a group of small deer called rehwild (roe deer)
crossed our path. An adult male will dress out at about 50 - 60 pounds.

WAIDMANMSHEIL IN GERMANY
An American hunter’s perspective
Now the point is not to shoot the males, which are out of season in October, but to cull the
smallest of the female lot. In my case the forester tells me to shoot what looks like a baby deer.
"After killing it, if able, shoot the mother," he says. Can you imagine the tree huggers in this
country hearing our conversation? They would go nuts.
In Germany there are no anti-hunting groups to speak of. They have been practicing good
conservation for years and in my opinion have it down to a fine science. I draw a bead on the little
bugger and expect her to disappear in a puff of smoke when the oversized bullet hits her. I have a
rest, I am calm, and she is no more than fifty yards distance. I place the cross hairs over her heart
and touch it off. A miss. When we later inspect where she was standing we find some hair that the
bullet clipped off, nothing else. The forester looks at me as though I’m some sort of clown to have
missed such a shot. I complain that I have not had an opportunity to test fire the rifle and am not
sure it shoots to the point of aim.
The next day he sets up a target some 75 yards or so and I center punch it. I have no explanation
as to why I missed. Maybe I watched too many Walt Disney movies as a kid and subconsciously
pulled my shot.
November 4th, the day of the Party Hunt arrives. We are part of 70+ hunters who assemble at the
forester’s house at 7:30am. Quite a ceremony takes place. All are dressed in hunting attire. The
horns blow to signal the opening of the hunt. We are given instructions, put into groups of five or
six, and taken to a predetermined spot in the forest for the first drive.
At 9:00am the drive starts. The dogs and their handlers commence to push the game towards the
hunters. Mind you there are some seventy hunters armed with high power rifles in close proximity
to each other sometimes no more than 50 yards apart. We are expected to shoot at running game
and not hit each other. It boggled my mine. Can you imagine such a hunt taking place in the US?
The emergency wards would be overflowing with casualties. On this drive the only casualty is a 3pound terrier dog whose belly was unzipped by an angry boar. One of the hunters was also a vet
and he re-zipped him with a staple gun to survive for another driven hunt.
At my stand a fox darts across the clearing so fast I don’t even have time to take my safety off. My
shooting lane is only some ten yards wide and a running fox can traverse this distance in the blink
of an eye. Next, a group of four pigs come running through the forest behind me at 40 yards.
There are so many pecker poles of trees between me and the pigs there is no chance of
threading a bullet through to them. I wait and hope they pop out in a larger opening. They do at
about 70 yards but at their speed they look like squirts of ink crossing the opening. I send a
desperation shot their way to no avail. At noon sharp, the drive comes to a close. I feel I am way
over my head with this hunt.
The forester heard my shots and was not surprised I had nothing to show for it. Gerrit on the other
hand had killed two pigs and a fox. Hubert had also blanked, but unlike me had not missed, so he
wa s still considered respectful company.
Off to lunch for a bowl of great soup, bread, and beer. All eaten in a light rain while standing over
an open fire. At 2:00pm sharp, the second drive of the day starts. This time each member of my
group is positioned on an 8-foot high shooting platform, separated from the next by about 100
yards. I have taken little ammunition with me thinking the afternoon shoot will be a replay of the
morning. A big mistake.
The trees in my area were well spaced, and from the elevated-shooting platform I had a good
view of the forest below. I can see my neighbors to the right and left and again marvel at how
absurd it would be to try to organize such a shoot in the US.

WAIDMANMSHEIL IN GERMANY
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Within minutes of entering my stand I hear a noise behind me and turn to see two boars crossing
at a dead run to my right. Off comes the safety and as the first one crosses at about 40-meters I
blow him over with a bullet through both shoulders. I quickly swing on the next with similar results.
God, do I now love that large bolt handle I at first thought was ugly. The action was butter smooth
and cranking in a new round with that big bolt was effortless. Maybe these Germans know
something after all about designing a gun for this kind of shooting.
I reload and after a very short wait I again hear a noise behind me. I am not expecting the game to
be coming from behind me since the dogs and drivers are in front of my position. A large sow and
her two piglets are making the noise. They pop out into a clearing about 100 meters and stand
there. Now, you are supposed to shoot the piglets first and then the sow. I draw down on a piglet
and just as I touch off the sow jumps in front of it and takes the bullet. Shit happens when hunting.
Next the piglets take off on a dead run in the direction taken by the other pigs I shot. The piglet
fills the scope, I move with it holding on its ear and touch off making my best shot of the entire
hunt. The other piglet has made a good escape but not for long. It later returns and my neighbor
to the right eliminates the last member of this gene pool.
I am now out of bullets with at least another hour left in the hunt. Darned, I wish I would have
followed Hubert’s advice to take more cartridges. For safety reasons you are not allowed to leave
your stand during the hunt. So unable to run to my neighbor for a re-supply of ammo I had to sit
and wait. What an hour of waiting and watching this was! I think every boar in that forest came
past my stand that afternoon. If I had brought sufficient ammo I could have easily killed another
four or more boars. In a way it was lucky that I didn’t kill any more pigs because German hunting
tradition and custom demands that the hunter field dress his own kill and drag it to the nearest
service road to later be picked up by the helpers. Believe me, after dressing out three of the
buggers I was out of gas. My new African friend Gerrit pitched in on the last one, but we were still
the last to return to the meeting point in the forest. Upon arrival, we learned that a total of 41
animals were killed by the 70 hunters, 35 being boars, which Gerrit and I accounted for 7.
Back at the chief forester’s house the game was placed on a bed of pine needles, speeches were
made, and the traditional “Bruch” was handed out to each successful hunter in a special
ceremony. The Bruch (translated: the Break) is broken off the branches of certain trees and then
handed to the hunter to wear on his hat as the sign he had killed an animal. After that the hunting
horns were blown during the farewell ceremony for each killed species. The sounds echoed over
the forested hillside telling everybody far and near what animals had been killed and the hunt had
ended.
The last tune was most poignant in that no matter what language one spoke one could tell it was a
farewell tune to the animals that were being honored. I felt honored to be in such company, and
just as importantly I felt good about being a part of a hunt that had purpose, and the people with
whom I had enjoyed that experience.
I don’t always feel that way about my fellow American hunters. Quite frankly, many of them are
slobs. These German hunters to a man knew their business, and their game and gave the latter
due respect.
After the hunt we all departed for the main Gasthouse (tavern with restaurant) of the nearest
village for the next hunt which is called the "Schuesseltreiben” (Hunt of the Plates). We all
assembled there for a great dinner and drinking of adult beverages in celebration of the hunt. We
slapped each other on the backs, bought rounds of drinks, told jokes in a multitude of languages,
went over the days shoot, and returned to our hotel early next morning totally shit faced.
Someone else drove me home that night, and that is all I remember.
NOTE: Paul passed away and never hunted in Africa.

A Sheldon Surprise
The Sheldon National Wildlife refuge is located
in the northwest corner of Nevada near the
Oregon border. The refugee encompasses
573,504 acres, and is home to deer, pronghorn,
bighorn sheep, sage grouse, chucker, quail and
migratory waterfowl.
One of its primary goals since being established
in 1931, was to provide habitat for pronghorn.
To that end, the refuge has actively managed its
wild horse and burro population. It is now
estimated to hold less than 20 animals. The
removal of wild horses has not been without
drama. Regardless of the damage done to the
habitat, wild horse advocates claimed false
atrocities in order to prevent the capture and
relocation of both non-native species.
The results of the relocation have improved
grazing for native animals and springs once
fouled and rendered unusable are now running
clean.
Overseeing this transformation is my friend
since the third grade, Brian Day. Brian has been
the refuge manager since 2003. As kids, Brian
and I began our outdoor pursuits by sneaking
on golf courses in Mission Valley to fish water
hazards (some pretty good fishing as these are
stocked) and have remained close friends ever
since.
After many years of putting in the Nevada big
game lottery, Brian received word that he drew
an alternate tag to hunt pronghorn on the
Sheldon. I booked my plane tickets and
reserved a rental car to make the trip within 10
minutes of receiving word of his good fortune. I
would provide an extra set of eyes and
hopefully, “Sherpa” services to pack out a
pronghorn buck.
Opening morning found us hiking in the dark to
arrive at a dry lake bed located on one of the
many Mesas that are common throughout the
Sheldon. We found a small gulley that provided
cover, and as dawn broke, pronghorn began to

materialize in the growing light. We began to
scour groups looking for bucks. We counted 60
animals in total whispering which individuals we
thought were promising.
As happens with hunting, while we were
looking through 15X binoculars towards one
group in the distance, a buck walked from the
opposite direction not more than 150 yards in
front of our position and stopped broadside. A
flurry of comments under our breath as we
tried to decide if the buck was worthy of taking
first thing on opening morning? Fortunately,
Brian decided to let him pass, and it was later
when the buck stood next to a much better
counterpart that we realized it was the correct
decision.
The problem with having that many animals is
there was no way we could make a move on
any of the larger bucks in the basin. After four
hours and the sun getting higher in the sky, we
decided to make a move and return the next
day if needed. Again, luck was with us.
A local game warden had mentioned the
sighting of a large buck near the western edge
of the refuge, and we decided it was worth
investigating. Even with only 30 tags available
for the entire refuge, we found ourselves
dismayed at the number of camps in the area
we were heading. Just as we decided to turn
around, Brian spotted a small group on a
hillside about ¼ mile away. After a quick look,
we could easily see the considerable mass on
one buck.
We worked out a plan for a stalk with a mile
loop to come up and over some rim-rock above
the group. When we reached the top, I lifted
my head just high enough to get the binoculars
on the buck. At 250 yards you could clearly see
he was something special. I whispered to Brian
this was a “shooter”, Brian dropped his pack
and by utilizing the rocks as cover, was able to
close the distance to 150 yards.

A Sheldon Surprise
At the sound of the shot, three smaller bucks
ran out and I quickly scanned hoping not to see
the “Big one” with them. Brian stood and
raised his arms in triumph after making a clean
shot.
When we approached the buck, he only became
bigger. There was no “ground shrinkage” and
we both stood in amazement of our good
fortune. He green scored at 82.5 with 79.5 as
the minimum for the SCI Gold. We’ll see after
the mandatory drying period, but regardless of
the inches. He is something special.
As I get older, sharing experiences with friends
that only being outdoors provides adds so much
more to my life. Even when coming home
empty-handed, I still look back fondly to those
times in the field when dawn is approaching
and watching the world come to life. When one
of us is lucky enough to draw a tag, it makes the
hunt so much better when shared with friends
and family.

AWLS Experience
I can't say "Thank You" enough the San Diego Safari Club and San Diego Sables for giving me the
opportunity to attend The American Wilderness Leadership School in Wyoming. My week at the Granite
Creek Ranch was impactful and beneficial to myself and ultimately the students I will interact with through
the classes I teach.
My wife and I run a small farmstead and teach a class called "No Complaining Just Sustaining" at
the Pine Valley Bible Conference Center to groups who attend our Noble Outdoor Science and Adventure
Program. We have seen a need to reconnect students with where food comes from and how our lives are
made possible by the sacrifice of other living things.
The program run by AWLS is top notch from the classes, schedule through the week, and above
all the staff and instructors. The lectures on the North American Model of Conservation were incredible
and I am looking forward to incorporating them into my classes. If students aren't being made aware
they will make emotion based conclusions on issues regarding conservation.
The field trips were wonderful and allowed me to see some real-world solutions in action to help
with wildlife migration routes for antelope and habitat relocation for sage grouse. We also had a visit
from an officer from the Wyoming Game and Fish Department who informed us about the roles of his
department, and that more than 80% of their funding is made possible through licenses and tags.
This program is setup to have a great impact as it is reaching the educators who are educating the
future of this country. As I think of the week I was there and the 29 other educators from across the
country and world (1 from Canada and 2 from Panama), I am hopeful there will be students learning more
about wildlife conservation and how hunting plays an important role in that conservation.
Any questions feel free to let me know, thank you for your time
Kris Cram

We need your pictures and hunting stories!!!

If you have pictures of a hunt you would like to see here,
Please submit them at: danosgood67@gmail.com

Auction ‘19 is Approaching
Donations are Needed!
This is an open letter to all San Diego Safari Club International members
I have been asked to support and assist the 2019 SDSCI AUCTION COMMITTEE in soliciting donations. And
I need your help. There are a number of members AND sponsors who give very generously to our annual
auction and we are extremely appreciative for their gifts. As you are aware, the donations bring in the money
that fund the chapter projects.
HOW TO HELP
Again, we need your help and support. It is not too early to consider making a donation or a cash gift now. We
need a wide variety of items for our Live Auction, Silent Auction and Drawings. AGAIN, we would be happy
to accept cash donations to bring in the best in firearms and optics. The Auction Committee is already at work
on the 2019 Auction planning. I am asking all members to please consider a donation that you can make for the
2019 Annual Auction. Donations are tax deductible!
In the past, members have donated some of the following auction items and I am asking that you please
consider making these donations again. We can always use additional volunteers to lend a hand as well.
PAST DONATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sunset Yacht Cruise
Football/Baseball
Local Fishing Trip
Sea World Tickets
Museum Tickets
Catered Dinner for 8
Family Retreat/Vacation Packages
• Weekend Mountain Cabin
• Condo in Hawaii
• Beach House
• Desert House
• Cabo San Lucas
• B & B Stay
• Hotel Stay
• Skin and Body Spa Package
• Ladies Day at a Gun Club
• Cigars/Humidor
• Custom Knives
• Ammo
• Collectable Hunting Books
• Custom Crystal
• Baccarat
• Waterford
• Wine/Champagne by the Case

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wild Game Dinner for 8
Golf Package
San Diego Zoo/Safari Park
Disneyland Tickets
Theater Tickets
Chef’s Table Dinner Package
Gift Certificates of all Kinds
• Jewelry
• Restaurants
• Sporting Goods
• Retail Stores
• Event Tickets
• Padres Tickets
Whale Watching Trip
Antler Lamp
Buck Knives
Furniture
Custom Boots
Hearing Protection
Family Portrait Package
Heirloom Estate Jewelry
Handmade Gift Baskets
Cooking Classes
Vintage Reserve Whiskey

Thank you! If you are able to help, please contact Karen Luchner at (858) 774-5343 for further information.

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER,
SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL
Donations To Special Projects
Each year the San Diego Chapter of Safari Club International (SDSCI) donates 30% of the
proceeds from their Auctions to Safari Club International Foundation (SCIF). Between 1982
and 2016 we have donated $254,920 to SCIF. These funds are used to support SCIF’s
missions of wildlife conservation and outdoor education. This includes the “Saving Lions with
Science” initiative and the American Wilderness Leadership School in Jackson Hole; 176
educators and students from San Diego County have attended the school; a $10,000 pledge to
support the SCIF Chapter Challenge First for Wildlife.
The funds from SDSCI’s Auctions also support Sables Education programs and Special Projects
approved by our Board. These projects must support wildlife/habitat conservation, outdoor
education and/or humanitarian activities. Below is a list of our recent projects.

PREVIOUS NOTABLE PROJECTS
SAN DIEGO ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Funding for three Chinese Takins to the San Diego
Zoo to provide the first breeding stock outside of
China – $60,000.
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME
Multi-year funding project to study the San Diego
County deer herd and the purchase of 20 radio
collars – $11,600. 2001 additional deer study funds
– $5,000.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION
Funds to provide controlled burn projects to
increase habitat and winter feed for elk – $6,050.
CALIFORNIA WILDLIFE FEDERATION
Conservation efforts and support of the Bighorn
Sheep program – $8,370.
DUCKS UNLIMITED OF SAN DIEGO & EAST
COUNTY
Conservation projects for wetlands for waterfowl–
$7,550.
ANZA-BORREGO DESERT NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM
Mountain lion exhibit, lamb mortality study and study of
the Desert Bighorn Sheep – $8,177.
DESERT WILDLIFE UNLIMITED
Permanent water sources for desert wildlife –
$60,500. Pheasant release and game habitat
restoration – $14,250.
SIERRA NEVADA BIGHORN SHEEP FOUNDATION
Purchase of specialized field equipment – $8,500.
WILD TURKEY PROGRAM
Re-introduction of wild turkeys to San Diego County
- $3,900.

“GENERATIONS OF PRIDE”
Video by Safari Video Productions showing the
chapter’s PRIDE program in action – $8,000.
SAN DIEGO CHAPTER PRIDE PROGRAM
Hunter safety and outdoor education for local youth
– $9,000.
WISTER REFUGE
Handicapped Access Blind – $16,000.

RECENT NOTABLE PROJECTS
LOCAL YOUTH PHEASANT HUNTS
Purchase pheasants and materials for junior
pheasant hunts. Most recently we provided $2,000
to the San Diego Junior Pheasant Hunt to conduct
a hunt and educational program for 60 youth –
$15,784.
CUYAMACA OUTDOOR SCHOOL
Develop archery range offering archery to 12,000
students annually – $3,421 (by Chapter Sables).
HUNTS FOR WARRIORS
Outdoor events for Veterans; in 2012, we held
a very successful event for wounded warriors,
including fishing and a pheasant hunt at My Country
Club – $1,000.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY WILDLIFE FEDERATION
Habitat and well restoration at Hollenbeck Canyon
Wildlife Area. Native plants are being planted
and repair of an existing well will provide water for
irrigating a dove field and installing wildlife drinkers
- $2,750.
NWTF YOUTH MENTORED TURKEY HUNT
Our Chapter has partnered with the San Diego
NWTF Chapter to support a youth turkey hunt every
Spring during the youth turkey season - $3,500.

Safari Club International
San Diego Chapter
P.O. Box 600155
San Diego, CA 92160
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SAN DIEGO CHAPTER SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL
www.sandiegosci.org
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NAME _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(first)
(middle)
(last)
(spouse)
PHONES_________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________________
Home — include area code
Business — include area code
Cell — include area code
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please complete the mailing address and email information as this is where you will receive Chapter and SCI correspondence.
If at all possible, we would like to utilize your email address for this purpose.
EMAIL ADDRESS________________________________________ OCCUPATION_______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS
STREET________________________________________________ MAILING P.O.B______________________________________________
CITY___________________________________________________ STATE_____________________________ ZIP_____________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP DUES - PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX

❑
❑
❑
❑

1 YEAR

$65 National SCI dues & $25 San Diego Chapter dues - $90

3 YEARS $150 National SCI dues & $50 San Diego Chapter dues - $200
SCI LIFE

$1,500 National SCI Life dues, 60 and under

SCI SENIOR LIFE

$1,250, 60 and over

YOU MUST BE AN SCI LIFE MEMBER IN ORDER TO BECOME A CHAPTER LIFE MEMBER

❑ UNDER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $350
❑ OVER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $250
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Enclose check for $________________________________or go online at www.sandiegosci.org to use PAYPAL.
________________________________________________________
_________________________________
(APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE)
(DATE OF APPLICATION)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE MAIL TO: San Diego Chapter SCI

• P.O. Box 600155 • San Diego, CA 92160

